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not advance rates. It merely maintains them; the public

misapprehendsapool. If eight shippers_using one railway

should have the same rates, then the eight shippers using

eight railways should for the same public reasons have the

same rates. This axiom has never yet been controverted

any opponent of pools, nor can it be. If the Iowa Commis’

sion authorizes certain rates, how are its people harmed or

those rates made hurtful simply because they are maintained

by the State pools. _ _ _

Amalgamation and consolidation have long been public

benefactors. They have in every case reduced rates and

fares by changing the aggregate of various local charges into
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lower through tariffs: they have increased the speed of all

trains, they have bettered facilities, they have put better

equipment upon the lines, they have brought Western

farmers nearer and cheaper to the seaboard buyers, they

have produced safer railroads, they have lessened corporate

inference with legislation, and they have made practi-

cable the fairer relation of local to through rates.

A manager controlling 5,000 miles is always more conserva-

tive than one who -‘ontrols ﬁfty. He looks at the public in-

terests as related to his own from wider standpoints. Upon

the question of trusts a broad ﬁeld for discussion is open. *' *

The public, however, has one constant safeguard against rail-

way trusts. If railway rates are put too high the courts will

,educe them. If the charges, however, for cotton-seed oil

re too high under trusts they cannot be reached.

8 It low rates yield large proﬁts, that is no argument what-

ever, standing alone, why the rates should be reduced, any

more than that the patent laws should all be revoked for the

same reason. It is clearly to the interest of Chicago that its

traders organizeasa board of trade. The fact that theiyi

push grain or pork up or down in value every day dope_n -

ing upon storms, sunshine, wars, famine, and the caprices

or manipulations of its rings, does not detract from its ulti-

mate general usefulness. The fact that a railroad or-

ganization, being governed by men with similar minds

and objects, permits the same causes to change

their rates from time to time cannot be argue-1ii.'

as a‘ sin among railroads. It has never been _charged

that the Chicago Board of Trade attempted in its'corporate

capacity to extort or do injustice. No railway organiza-

tion comprising a number of railroads within the United

States ever sought toextort or do injustice. In the aggre-

gation of their common interest the majority will always be

fair and honorable, and a dishonorable minority will be voted

down as quickly by railroads as by merchants. -_'._

The fact that the majority of the roads aﬂ’ected by the

present tendencies of legislation operate in the more s arsely

settled portions of the country, where the demands or ini-

provements in the condition of the roads and the reductions

in the rates more than offset all the economies that the rail-

way oﬁicers can practice, and the increase of tonnage which

they can stimulate, must lead those companies into bank-

ruptcv if they are supplemented by dimensions among the

railroads themselves. * * There could be great improve-

ments made in requiring hoards of directors to meet more

frequently, pay them for their services, require them to scru-

tinize and audit more closely, and have a greater measure of

accountability taken from managing ofﬁcers by these boards.'l

This is the case in England, and is the case with the larger

companies in this country organized to advance other enter-

prises, like the Equitable Insurance Company of New York

and other notable instances of corporate success. It should

be more the rule of railroads. _.

Chairman A. F. \Valker, of the Inter-state Commerce

Railway Association, said: “Under existing conditions, the i
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Consumption of Coal as Affected by Enginemen.

BY GEORGE H. BAKER.

As the cost of coal forms such a large proportion of the ex-

penses of railroad operating, and as it is well known that but .

a small fraction of the heat energy contained in the coal is

converted into the actual work of pulling cars, fuel economy

is generally an important but vexed subject for railroad

officers to consider. But no subject of railroad operating is

more worthy of careful consideration, for operating expenses

can be reduced more by a careful use of coal than by any

other line of economy.
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The consumption of fuel by locomotives depends greatly

upon the men who have charge of them while they are en-

gaged in doing work, as well as upon the condition and eqiiip-

ment of the engines. The popular error has been in suppos-

ing that the consumption of fuel depended mostly, if not en-

tirely, upon the condition and equipment of the engines, and

that the enginemen had really but little to do with the

amount of coal the engines consumed in doing their work.

The contrary is the case. In every kind of work that loco-

motives can perform the engineer exerts a potent influence

on the cost of operating. From the moment he enters the

cab at the start, until he leaves it at the terminus of the trip,

the economical operating of the engine depends mostly upon

his management. Ashe is careful or careless there may be

a saving or waste of fully a ton of coal per day, or trip of

100 miles. This is no exaggeration, and numerous cases can

be shown where the difference between careful and careless

management, while doing practically the same work, has

been 50 per cent. more than this, There are many ways by

which an engineer may affect the coal consumption of his

engine while it is engaged in pulling trains over the road,

and an engineer who may be considered an excellent runner

because of the care and judgment he exercises in handling

trains, may yet operate his engine in such a manner as to

cause an extravagant consniiiption of coal.

Care for the safety of his engine and train is, of course, an

engineer‘s ﬁrst duty, and the one to which he is held most

strictly. The next requirement is successful running—pnll- .

ing his train over the road promptly an 1 on time, getting up

the hills all right, and making meeting points in time to

avoid delays to his own and other trains. At present, upon

most railroads, engineers who satisfactorily meet these two

requirements, and take proper care of their engines, ﬁll the

bill. But the time is fast passing away when this will be the

case. Competition is narrowing the margin of earnings

until the strictest economy in operating is demanded, and

when it is understood to what extent engineers can inﬂuence

the operating expenses of the engine in their charge, they

will be held to strict account for the economical operating of

the same.

The bestiway to economize is to prevent waste, and waste of

fuel on locomotives results from enginemen not being suﬂl-

ciently impressed with the necessity of preventing it and of

the evils of wasteful practices, of which there are many. The

most wasteful practice indulged in is, no doubt, the use of

steam with a later cut-off’ than is necessary to do the work, and

then by throttling, reduced in pressure SJ as to perform only

the desired amount of work. The same amount of work

could generally be done by cutting off earlier in the stroke

and keeping throttle full open, so as to utilize the full boiler

pressure, with a great deal less steam. This directly affects

the coal pile. Engineers have many prejudices against

using steam with full throttle and early cut-off, and it is safe

to say that except a small proportion of their number, and

upon a few roads where the waste of using throttled

